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i was extremely happy to finally see this album. i've been wanting to check this band out for a very long time and i finally got a chance to and i was very pleased. i never thought i would like it as much as i did. this is a very impressive album and i think some will not like it for what it is. for it being a
death metal album, it's not meant to be shock value. but being that this is a work of pyrexia it has a more brutal feel to it. i say this for the first song, i think that was a perfect contrast between their old style and the new. i thought the new one was a bit more brutal. there are some really interesting
riffs and i found most of the lyrics a bit 'troll' like. aside from that the music is brilliant, and i thought the transitions between songs were very smooth. i loved the banter between the vocalist and guitar player at the end of the song, its a very interesting concept and i thought was very well done. the

violin is very quiet, and i love when it sneaks in at the end of the song which fits the ending of the song with a soft tone. unfortunately i was unable to grab the lyrics for one of the songs, but i can guarantee you that they are brutal. i also think that this is a strong release from pyrexia and i would
recommend it to everyone. it took me a long time to get into it, but once i did i was really pleased. p.s. keep it coming pyrexia, you put out good records and are missing more than a few. dec 10th marks the year of release for a new pyrexia album. the band's last release, 2009's unholy requiem, was
made up mostly of revisited versions of songs off the band's well known 2005 album, age of the wicked. this album will mark the band's return to a more straight forward sound, adding in heavier and more intense material not heard previously. with that being said the label for this cd is "unknown, it

could be released by a number of different labels, but its marked as the band's first release since 2012's roots of pain." the two artists on this record are mike lemieux (terrordosis, the faceless, rhapsody) and paul borowski (brain drill). the recording features some kind of flute that i cant exactly place at
this moment, the flute sounds out of place on the record, but i wouldn't say its terrible or anything. lemieux has performed with other labels and his singing is very gritty, it reminds me of a death metal singer from japan who's name i can't remember right now, anyway, lemieux has a very pro oriented

attitude to this record and his singing is very well done. borowski has been in the industry for over 20 years, although i'm assuming he has released a plethora of albums he's more known for his work with brain drill and i can see why he is on the label as he was the singer for iron maiden's 20th
anniversary album, the final frontier, and also one of the founding members. i dont really know too much about the other guys on this record, but they did their job very well, they have recorded music for a long time and i can see why they are a part of this. musically the record is more aggressive and

heavier than the previous album.
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